A Selection of Young Adult + Children's Media about Bicycles + Bicycling
Curated by Stephanie Chace, Boston Public Library and the Bicycle/Active Transportation Employee Resource Group at the City of Boston

Fast Enough: Bessie Stringfield's First Ride by Joel Christian Gill
https://bpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/7107293075

The Red Racer by Audrey Wood

Merci Suárez Changes Gears by Meg Medina
https://bpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/7359585075

The Patchwork Bike by Maxine Benebe Clarke
https://bpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/7317297075
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5osI223DbYs

The Chirri & Chirra series by Kaya Doi
https://bpl.bibliocommons.com/v2/search?query=%22chirri+%26+chirra%22&searchType=smart

Carlos & Carmen: Las Ruedas Tambaleantes (The Wobbly Wheels) by Kirsten McDonald
https://bookshop.org/books/6321995/9781532133237

Rosaura en Bicicleta by Daniel Bardot
https://bpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/1116256075
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axYVLDNy7lg

The Big Bike Race by Lucy Jane Bledsoe
https://bpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/171815075

Born To Ride: A Story About Bicycle Face by Larissa Theule
https://bpl.bibliocommons.com/item/show/7107315075